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Abstract: In recent years, companies have been seeking communication skills from their employees.
Increasingly more companies have adopted group discussions during their recruitment process to
evaluate the applicants’ communication skills. However, the opportunity to improve communication
skills in group discussions is limited because of the lack of partners. To solve this issue as a long-term
goal, the aim of this study is to build an autonomous robot that can participate in group discussions,
so that its users can repeatedly practice with it. This robot, therefore, has to perform humanlike
behaviors with which the users can interact. In this study, the focus was on the generation of two of
these behaviors regarding the head of the robot. One is directing its attention to either of the following
targets: the other participants or the materials placed on the table. The second is to determine the
timings of the robot’s nods. These generation models are considered in three situations: when
the robot is speaking, when the robot is listening, and when no participant including the robot is
speaking. The research question is: whether these behaviors can be generated end-to-end from and
only from the features of peer participants. This work is based on a data corpus containing 2.5 h of the
discussion sessions of 10 four-person groups. Multimodal features, including the attention of other
participants, voice prosody, head movements, and speech turns extracted from the corpus, were used
to train support vector machine models for the generation of the two behaviors. The performances
of the generation models of attentional focus were in an F-measure range between 0.4 and 0.6.
The nodding model had an accuracy of approximately 0.65. Both experiments were conducted in
the setting of leave-one-subject-out cross validation. To measure the perceived naturalness of the
generated behaviors, a subject experiment was conducted. In the experiment, the proposed models
were compared. They were based on a data-driven method with two baselines: (1) a simple statistical
model based on behavior frequency and (2) raw experimental data. The evaluation was based on
the observation of video clips, in which one of the subjects was replaced by a robot performing
head movements in the above-mentioned three conditions. The experimental results showed that
there was no significant difference from original human behaviors in the data corpus and proved the
effectiveness of the proposed models.
Keywords: robot; gaze; visual focus of attention; nod; multiparty interaction; machine learning;
support vector machine

1. Introduction
While companies are running projects, the communication skill of individual project members
largely affects the relationship with other members and, thus, has great influence on team performance.
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There has been a growing number of companies adopting group discussion in the recruitment
of their employees, and, often, communication skill is regarded as even more important than
professional skills. In a group-discussion-style interview, job applicants have to collaborate with
each other to deliberate and produce productive results on an assigned topic. During the discussion
process, their communication skill and personality are observed by the investigators of the companies.
Therefore, the perception of higher communication skills may lead to the applicant’s success in job
hunting.
Repeated practice is considered to improve the communication skill of job applicants.
However, such practice requires good partners, and finding good partners can be difficult. Research
has been conducted for creating artificial partners for practicing communication—for example,
an EU-funded project, TARDIS, has investigated the development of virtual agents for dyadic job
interview training [1–3]. The aim of the ongoing project reported here is to develop a training
environment that enables the trainees to practice group discussion with communicational robot(s) as
its ultimate goal.
To build a realistic environment for effective practice, the robot must perform believable and
comprehensive behaviors. Contrary to dyadic dialogs, where there are only the speaker and the
addressee of the speaker’s utterances as the participants, the distinction of conversational participants’
roles, including speaker, addressee, and overhearer, is necessary in multiparty conversation.
Otherwise, the participant cannot decide whether and how to respond to individual utterances from
the other participants. In addition, because there is the potential that more interlocutors may acquire
dialog turns from and transfer dialog turns to other interlocutors, managing the communication flow
in a multiparty dialog is much more complex. The main difficulty emerges from the ability of the
users to interact with each other, which is difficult for the robot to understand. To realize a robot that
can join group discussions, functions other than those of regular conversational robot agents need
to be incorporated, because the regular agents are designed only for dyadic conversation sessions.
Traum [4] studied general issues in realizing multiparty human-agent interactions. Research has been
conducted on handling multiparty issues—for example, the identification model of the addressee of
human utterances [5–7]. Multiparty situations encounter the technical difficulty of the implementation
of communicational robots. However, at the same time, such phenomena as copying and synchrony [8]
between conversation partners may provide cues for robot behavior generation. Behaviors of other
participants can provide cues for generating the robot’s motion—for example, counterpredictive cueing
experiments show that humans are reflexive to each other’s gaze direction [9–11].
On the other hand, multimodal features have been shown to be effective for interpreting and
predicting behaviors and intentions, such as who is talking to whom, from the features extracted
from the actors themselves [5,12]. It is, therefore, of interest to examine how well the behaviors of
the peer participants can be used to generate humanlike behaviors of robots. A robot’s behaviors are
considered to include intentional and spontaneous ones. It is supposed that intentional behaviors are
more determined by the robot’s internal state, while spontaneous ones are supposed to be stimulated
more by the environment. During a multiparty conversation, it is natural for a participant to shift her or
his attention among the potential targets (e.g., other participants or the materials about the discussion
topic) or to nod from time to time. These behaviors may not necessarily have an intention (e.g., to fetch
or release a speaking turn or to agree with current opinion) behind them. It is thought that, if the robot
can perform such spontaneous behaviors in responding to other participants, its believability can be
improved.
It is believed that the perceived attention target of someone can be approximated from her or
his gaze direction. Research on human communication has shown that eye gaze is an important
communication signal in face-to-face conversations. The speaker looks at the addressee to monitor her
or his understanding or attitude. On the contrary, the addressee looks at the speaker to return positive
feedback to the speaker [13,14]. Eye gaze also plays an important role in turn taking. In releasing a turn,
the speaker looks at the next speaker at the end of the utterance [15]. Vertegaal [16] reported that gaze is
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a reliable predictor of addresseehood. Likewise, Takemae [17] provide evidence that the speaker’s gaze
indicates addresseehood and has a regulatory function in turn management. Addressee identification
with low-level multimodal features has been proved to be effective [5,18]. Because of the limited
degrees of freedom (DOFs) compared with a human, a robot may not be able to perform subtle gaze
behaviors. In the extreme case, the robot may not have movable eyeballs. Therefore, the attention
target is treated as the overall combination of head direction and gaze direction of the eyeballs of the
robot. The implementation of the proposed attention model can be utilized by available physical parts
of the robot. Nodding is another spontaneous and intentional behavior to convey social signals in
conversation. It contributes to regulating the flow of speaking turns and showing acknowledgment,
and it serves as one of the back channels [15].
The main contributions of this study are summarized as follows:
•

•

•

•
•

We propose a general model to generate reactive and spontaneous head motions to show
an autonomous robot’s visual attention during a group discussion, where all participants play
equal roles in making decisions. To improve performance, the robot’s attention behaviors are
distinguished in three situations: when the robot is speaking, when a participant other than
the robot is speaking, and when no one is speaking. Specifically, we build one model for each
situation. Although head motions of robots have been researched for years, this highly dynamic
situation has not been researched sufficiently.
The models are developed by a data-driven method using end-to-end machine learning
techniques. The outputs are the timings and the target shifts (when to look at whom), while the
inputs are the low-level signals and contextual features extracted only from the peer participants.
Compared with previous studies, where multimodal sensory information was used only in the
detection of the user(s)’ state, and the robot’s head motion was usually determined by heuristics
[19,20], the proposed method can potentially generate fine-grained and believable motion.
This investigation was based on a relatively large data corpus collected by the authors, which is
composed of video/audio data for the group discussions of 10 four-participant groups (15 min
for each group; that is, 10 h of multimodal data).
To ensure the minimum believability of the robot, the attention models are complemented with
the nodding models using the same method.
Although the models are not designed for a specific robot, we integrated them into a popular
robot, Sota, which has been developed for human-robot interaction research. We then conducted
a subjective evaluation experiment based on the Sota implementation. The models are compared
with two baselines (human behaviors and statistical results based ones) and are evaluated in
the manner where the input stimuli are unseen to the model under evaluation to simulate
a realistic situation.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a discussion of related works. After the introduction
of the data corpus in Section 3, the development of the attention models is described in Section 4,
and the nodding models using machine learning techniques are presented in Section 5. Section 6
provides a description of how the models can be integrated into a robot system. Section 7 gives the
results of the subjective evaluation of the proposed models. Finally, Section 8 concludes this work.
2. Related Works
In the context of a group meeting, based on nonverbal features, including such features as speaking
turn, voice prosody, visual activity, and visual focus of attention, Aran and Gatica-Perez [21] presented
an analysis of participants’ personality prediction in small groups. Okada et al. [22] developed
a regression model to infer the score for communication skill using multimodal features, including
linguistic and nonverbal features: voice prosody, speaking turn, and head activity. Schiavo et al. [23]
presented a system that monitors the group members’ nonverbal behaviors and acts as an automatic
facilitator. It supports the flow of communication in a group conversation activity.
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Furthermore, job interviews also have been studied in the research field of multimodal interaction.
Raducanu et al. [24] made use of The Apprentice reality TV show, which features a competition
for a real, highly paid corporate job. The study was carried out using nonverbal audio cues to
predict the person with the highest status and to predict the candidates who are going to be fired.
Muralidhar et al. [25] implemented a behavioral training framework for students with the goal of
improving the perception of their hospitality by others. They also evaluated the relationship between
automatically extracted nonverbal cues and various social signals in a correlation analysis.
In the domains of human-robot and human-agent interaction, to achieve natural and effective
communication with humans, the realization of essential communicative behaviors and backchannels
has been researched [26]. Researchers evaluated the perceived degree of agreement, affirmation, and
attentiveness from synthesized acoustic and visual backchannels (head nods) of virtual agents [27,28].
These works focus on the meaningful behaviors that convey specific intentions of the agent or the
robot, while the purpose of our work is more focused on spontaneous reactions that not necessarily
have some intention behind. Unlike relatively more flexible virtual agents, robots inherently have less
expressiveness due to the physical limitations of their actuators, in the aspects of shape, degree of
freedom, smoothness, speed, and so on. Researchers have been working on the imitation of the head
movements of humans for tele-operated robots [29–31]. These works do not synthesize robots’ head
movements in an autonomous manner but aim to replicate the head movements of the robot’s human
operator in real-time.
On the other hand, for autonomous robots, their behaviors have to be generated from the available
information in real-time interaction. Potential information sources include the robot’s own intention,
perceived human partner’s intention, the history of interaction, and so on. Techniques for the behavior
generation of robots, including biologically inspired, data-driven, and heuristic-based ones, have been
explored [32], and the present work falls into the data-driven category. There are also works about
multiparty interaction in this field; however, most of them are treating the robot as having a different
role (asymmetric relationship) than the human users. For example, Leite et al. [33] used two MyKeepon
robots in a scripted interactive storytelling system with a group of children. Vazquez et al. investigated
the effects of the robot’s orientation and gaze direction in a conversation where the participant group
has a brainstorming discussion about how to solve the robot’s problem [34], bartender robots serving
multiple customers in a bar [35–37], and a receptionist robot [38]. In the authors’ work, the aim
is to make the robot join the discussion and play the same role as the other peer human (or robot)
participants. The dynamics of this group (robot and human) can be considered different from those
of an asymmetric group. For example, in previous work in which a life-sized agent talked to two
human users as a tour guide, the users spent much more time looking at the agent rather than her or
his partner [5]. Therefore, dedicated behavior models are required for such a robot.
To implement robot’s interaction with multiple humans, the robot must detect the states of the
humans to make decisions and generate corresponding behaviors. During this process, previous works
usually only handled intentional behaviors (head motion, nods, and speech). The first consideration is
the robot’s intention. Ishii et al. [20] developed a model that drives the robot’s head in 3 dimensions,
which is triggered by the speech acts of the utterances. Due to a small dataset (seven speakers
engaged in interactions in a varying number of participants and different relationships), this model
is a rule-based one derived from the analysis of the dataset. More general setting is the combination
of the detection of partners’ states based on sensory information to drive the robot’s gaze and/or
head orientation according to heuristics or rules. The heuristics are either derived from experimental
data or from the literature [34,35,38–40]. Some researchers took a data-driven/machine learning
approach to detect the state of the users— for example, whether a passing customer accepts service
from a bartender robot [36] or whether a user group is willing to engage in or disengage from the
interaction with the receptionist robot [38,41]. Although not for multiple users, there are also works
on generating a robot’s head motion with a data-driven method. Sakai et al. [37] derived the relative
probabilities of the robot’s head motion from a data corpus where one human user talks to two robots.
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Sakai et al. [42] developed a head motion model based on the recognized speech acts of the operator
of a tele-operated robot.
The present work differs from previous works not only in the conversation context (symmetric
versus asymmetric roles of the participants) but also in the method. Instead of developing intentional
responsive behaviors based on heuristics and detection results of the users’ state, end-to-end machine
learning is used for generating head motion from the features extracted from the users. This technique
has the advantage of generating and updating head motions in short time spans. In that sense,
the work of Stefanov et al. [43] has similarities to our work. They trained forward neural networks
with end-to-end features of multiparty interaction. The dataset [44] contained sessions of three
participants playing a quiz game where two player participants solve the quiz with help from the
mediator. The mediator is the same through all sessions while the player participants change in each
session. The learning problem is modeled as follows: the video/audio features extracted from player
participants are explanatory variables, and the gaze direction or head orientation of the mediator
are the target variables. The features extracted from the player participants are head orientation,
gaze direction, and binary speech activity (on/off). Our work differs from that one in terms of the
number of participants, the task of the experiment, and the roles of the participant; therefore, these
two works cannot be compared directly in the sense of model performance. Compared with the
simple and low-level features used in that study, in this work, more than 100 features were used in the
learning process. In addition to low-level features, verbal and speech turn features were also included
to capture the context of the decision-making group discussion (compared with the previous work
where there was no specific purpose). In the aspect of group compositions, the previous study had
fewer participants; one of them was the same person (the mediator), who was present throughout
the dataset and played a different role than the other two participants. In comparison, our dataset
contains groups with more participants, which change every time, with no bias related to their roles.
Moreover, the conversation task is more open in our dataset rather than a fixed task in the previous
study. Regarding machine learning problem formulation, their model is meant to predict the head
motion of one specific role (the mediator), who is a single person in each session of their two datasets.
On the other hand, we are trying to develop a model for generating general human behaviors from
many participants. Upon these, we expect more complex interaction and larger group dynamics in
our dataset. This will lead to a larger data variety and cause more difficulties in machine learning.
3. Collection of Data Corpus
To develop a realistic robot, the most intuitive source of ground truth is human-human group
discussion. Therefore, an experiment was conducted to gather the data corpus for the extraction of
the characteristics of human behaviors. The experimental procedures followed the ones of a previous
study, using the MATRICS corpus [45], except that eye-tracker glasses were not used.
The discussion task is typically called a “survival task” [46], which is frequently used in the
recruitment of Japanese companies. A list of items is shown to the applicants, and their task is to
rank the items in the order of importance. One of the purposes of this task is to decide the priority
of the items under the pressure that the final decision must be made within a time limit. For this
task, participants’ skill in logically and clearly stating the preferred item order can be observed.
Another requirement for this type of task is to resolve any disagreements that might arise among
participants regarding the item priority and finally reach an agreement.
The actual topic for the experiment’s participants to discuss should have been easy and familiar
for Japanese college students, who were the participants (and target users), to discuss. The topic,
celebrity guest selection, was chosen. The participants were asked to pretend that they were the
executive committee members for a college festival and were choosing the guests of the festival.
The goal of the discussion task was to decide the ranked order of 15 celebrities by considering cost and
audience attraction. For the first 5 min, each participant was requested to read the instructions and
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then decide the order of the 15 celebrities for 3 min without interacting with other members. Then, the
participants engaged in a 15-min discussion to decide collaboratively the ranked order as a group.
Forty college students were recruited for the data recording of this experiment. Thirty were male,
10 were female, all were native Japanese speakers, and the discussions were in Japanese. For making
sure that the participants had enough knowledge and motivation in the experimental sessions,
students who had finished their job hunting or ones who were job hunting were recruited—that
is, the third- or fourth-year students in college. They were divided into 10 groups, each one with four
people. To prevent the occurrence of gender bias, all members in a group were of the same gender,
or in equal number of the two genders. The resulting grouping was five groups that were all male
and five groups that had two male and two female participants. For a situation closer to the group
discussion sessions of recruitment, the combination of the participants was arranged so that they did
not know each other before the experiment.
The experiment participants sat around a 1.2 × 1.2-m square table. Two video cameras, as well as
a variety of sensors, were used to record all the discussion sessions. Each participant wore a headset
microphone (Audio-Technica HYP-190H), which was connected to an audio digitizer (Roland Sonar
X1 LE), with an accelerometer (ATR-Promotions TSND121) on her or his head. Each had a dedicated
webcam (Logicool C920) to capture her or his face in a large size. Motion capture (OptiTrack Flex 3
with eight cameras) and Microsoft Kinect sensors were used to record the upper-body movements of
the participants as well. The setup of the recording experiment is shown in Figure 1. As the results
of the experiment, 15 min × 10 groups = 150 min of group discussion conversation was recorded in
the data corpus. With the prosodic analysis of the tool Praat [47], the general statistical information
of this corpus was as follows. In each session, there were, on average, 767.1 utterances (maximum
913, minimum 570, standard deviation 101.7), and the utterances had an average length at 0.898 s
(maximum 10.6 s, minimum 0.2 s, standard deviation 0.868).
!"#$%&

'%%$($)*+$&$)
2$34.+
,*&"*#-%./&0)$+.)1$)
Figure 1. Setup of the data corpus recording environment.

4. Attention Model
In this particular study, the focus was on the modeling of the attention target of the robot,
rather than direct interpretation of gaze direction or the head orientation of the robot. This is because
the actuators of a robot typically cannot work as subtly as those of humans. They generally have
many fewer DOFs than those of humans, and the motors do not drive smoothly. They may have no
movable eyeballs as well. Therefore, the research issue was transformed from the imitation of detailed
human movements to a simpler, abstract, and device-independent one: how to make the robot pay
attention to the same target at the same time as a human would. Utilizing this attention model enabled
a device-dependent behavior generator to then be used to drive the physical robots.
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4.1. Definition of Attention Targets
In the experiment, which used a typical group discussion setting, the possible attention targets
of the participants were considered to be one of the other participants and the discussion material
(the document with the list of celebrities’ names in the experiment). From the point of view of each
participant, there were three other participants: the one sitting at the left-hand side, the one sitting
at the opposite side of the table, and the one sitting at the right-hand side. They were called the
Left, Front, and Right participants for the attention targets of an individual participant (or the robot
to be implemented), respectively. Because the material was placed on the table and it was difficult
to distinguish a gaze directed at the material itself from a gaze at the table, the attention paid to the
material was called Table. One coder then manually coded the attention targets of all of the participants
by observation of the video corpus with the annotation tool Elan [48]. The label Away was added when
the coder could not judge the attention target in the four classes above. The annotation was on every
individual participant from her or his perspective.
Table 1 shows the annotation results. The participants paid attention to the material most
frequently and for the longest time. This might result from the nature of the experimental setting—the
participants looked at the name list while deliberating about the celebrity candidates. This implies
that they spent more time deliberating individually rather than in discussion with the others. Among
the other participants, they looked at the one sitting at the opposite side of the table most frequently,
and there was no obvious difference between the left- and right-hand sides. Finally, the Away class
had many fewer instances than the others.
Table 1. Annotation results for the attention target of the participants of the data corpus: the columns,
“avg,” “max,” and “min” shows the average, maximum, and minimum duration in seconds, respectively.
Attention

Instances

avg

max

min

Table
Front
Right
Left
Away

1646
1071
661
642
3

18.6
2.6
1.8
2.5
2.1

350.0
66.7
29.9
17.4
4.5

0.4
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.9

4.2. Situational Models of Attentions
The robot can participate in group discussion sessions as one of the following roles of participation:
speaker, addressee, or overhearer. The attention behaviors can be considered different when a human
is playing different roles. Among these, it can be difficult to distinguish between an addressee and an
overhearer without verbal information. In this study, these two roles were combined, and an attention
model of the robot was used for each one of the following three situations:
•
•
•

Speaking model: when the robot is speaking
Listening model: when a participant other than the robot is speaking
Idling model: when no one is speaking

Because the table was square, every one of the four participants in a group could be treated
equally. Therefore, each participant could be considered as the candidate for the robot, resulting in
600 min (15 min × 10 groups × 4 people), or 10 h of data, for the training of the robot’s attention
models.
The specific participant being considered for training the attention model of the robot was
defined as the “focused” participant. Because the attention labels were coded from the perspective
of each participant, a local-to-global transformation was required to extract the relationship among
the attention targets of the participants—that is, the labels of the participants other than the focused
participant were transformed relatively in the perspective of the focused participant during data
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extraction. In the specific example situation shown in Figure 2, the attention labels are rewritten as
follows: the Left participant is paying attention the Front participant, the Front participant is paying
attention to the Right participant, and the Right participant is paying attention to “Me.”
2'3%
,-"%.(.,-$%

!#()*'+
,-"%.(.,-$%

!"#$%
&'

/.01%
/.01%
,-"%.(.,-$%

!"#$%
,-"%.(.,-$%

Figure 2. Conceptual diagram of the transformation of attention labels.

4.3. Multimodal Feature Extraction
To use the automatic prediction model to determine the robot’s attention focus, the low-level
nonverbal features that can be extracted from the behaviors of the participants directly were adopted.
They were then used as the dataset to train a classification model for the attention target of the focused
participant (the robot). Because of the very few instances of the Away class, this class was omitted,
and the model was trained to predict the other four classes: Table, Front, Left, and Right. The extracted
features were from four modalities: attention targets of the other participants, speech turn information,
prosodic information of the utterances of the other participants, and the body activities of the other
participants. This was because the robot was aware of its own behaviors and needed to determine its
attention target according to the current situation in real time.
The multimodal low-level features that were selected were the ones that were thought to be
extracted directly from the behaviors of the participants other than the robot itself at a temporal
granularity of 0.1 s. This resulted in approximately 0.36 million data instances for the speaking model,
listening model, and idling model in total. The distribution of the data instances is shown in Table 2.
The features in five categories including low-level ones (attention, prosody, and head activity) and
contextual ones (verbal and speech turns) were chosen. As discussed in the introduction section,
people’s attentional focus (gaze) can be affected by the others; hence, the features related to the
peer participants’ attention were selected. Prosodic features were selected because they present how
a person is speaking; this may reveal the importance of the current utterance or the attitude of the
person who is speaking. Head movement features were chosen because they may capture the nods
and the overall activeness of the participant. Contextual features are considered because they may help
predict how well the current speaker can attract the attention of the other participants. Numbers of
parts of speech were chosen as verbal features. They were selected because of the hypothesis that the
distribution of the parts of speech can capture the characteristics of a person’s utterances—whether the
person is providing useful information to the discussion, did not participate in the discussion actively,
etc. Moreover, speech turn features may capture how well the current speaker has been contributing
to the discussion up to now, which may imply the potential influence of this person. As a result,
the following 122 features were selected. These features were extracted in a sliding window, symbol t
denotes the window size.
•

(A)ttention. This encompasses the features capturing the characteristics of the other participants’
attention focus (15 features).
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–
–
–
–
•

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Current pitch
Standard deviation of pitch values from the beginning of the session
Standard deviation of pitch values in the latest t seconds (t is the window size)
Average pitch values in the latest t seconds (t is the window size)
Difference between current pitch and the average pitch in the period from the beginning of
the session to now
Difference between current pitch and the average pitch in the latest t seconds
Current intensity
Standard deviation of intensity values since the beginning of the session
Standard deviation of intensity values in the latest t seconds (t is the window size)
Average intensity values in the latest t seconds (t is the window size)
Difference between current intensity and the average intensity in the period since the
beginning of the session
Difference between current intensity and the average intensity in the latest t seconds (t is the
window size)

(H)ead activity. This is the activity of head movements of this participant, which is measured
with the three-axis accelerometer attached on the head of each participant. The number of head
movements and nods in the past 5 s and so on are taken into account (30 features).
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

Current attention target of every participant other than the focused participant
Time ratio for this participant to pay attention to the focused participant since the beginning
of the session
Time ratio for this participant to pay attention to the focused participant in the past t seconds
Number of changes of the attention target of this participant since the beginning of the
session

(P)rosody. This is the prosodic information while this participant is speaking. Praat was also used
to compute the prosodic features of the utterances of the other participants. The distribution of
pitch (F0) and intensity are considered (36 features).
–
–
–
–
–

•

9 of 23

Amount of head activity measured in the latest 0.1 s
Standard deviation of activity since the beginning of the session
Average activity since the beginning of the session
Difference between the last activity value and the average since the beginning of the session
Average activity in the latest t seconds (t is the window size)
Difference between the last activity value and the average in the latest t seconds (t is the
window size)

(V)erbal features. The Japanese morpheme segmentation tool Kuromoji (https://www.atilika.
com/ja/products/kuromoji.html) was used to analyze the words of utterance transcriptions
and count the numbers of verbs, nouns, new nouns, existing nouns, interjections, and fillers in
utterances of the participants in the past t seconds (18 features).
–
–
–
–
–
–

Number of new nouns
Number of existing nouns
Number of nouns
Number of verbs
Number of interjections
Number of fillers
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(S)peech turn. This is the feature related to speech turns. The speaking periods are identified with
the phonetic analysis tool Praat (http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/)—number of utterances,
ratio of speaking, last speaker, length of utterances, and so on (23 features).
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Speaking or not
Total number of this participant’s utterances since the beginning of the discussion
Duration since the beginning of the current utterance
Ratio of speaking periods since the beginning of the session
Ratio of speaking periods in the last t seconds (t is the window size)
Duration since the beginning of the current state (Speaking, Listening, or Idling)
Last participant who started to speak
Table 2. Distribution of data instances regarding attention targets and situations.
Attention

Speaking

Listening

Idling

Table
Front
Right
Left

68,477
8805
3660
3550

143,854
14,700
8199
6843

90,473
5960
2840
2379

Total

84,492

173,596

101,652

4.4. Automatic Prediction Model
A nonlinear support vector machine (SVM) with a Gaussian kernel was used to develop the
prediction models for the three situations. SVM complexity parameter C was explored among the
values 0.5, 1, 5, 10, and 15. Radial basis function kernel parameter γ was explored among the values
0.001, 0.1, 0.1, and 1. All combinations of the parameters were tested, and the best results were found
with the setting where C = 10.0 and γ = 0.01. Because of the bias in the number of instances in the
Table and Front classes, the number of the instances of all classes was balanced to the smallest class.
The leave-one-person-out method was used in the evaluation. That is, the data of one participant
were used for testing, and the others were used for training. This procedure was repeated 40 times
so that all participants’ data were tested. The final results were the sum of all 40 trials. Due to the
bias in the number of instances in the Table and Front classes, smaller classes were oversampled
with Synthetic Minority Oversampling TEchnique (SMOTE) [49] algorithm, and the larger classes
were undersampled while keeping the total weight (amount) of the dataset both in the training and
testing phases. Leave-one-participant-out cross validation was used in evaluating the performances of
the models.
To determine the optimal window size t, each modality in varying window sizes from 1 to 10 s of
speaking, listening, and idling models was tested individually. The results are shown in Figures 3–5,
respectively. The results show that there were no large differences in performance regarding the
window size. The performance of the model using all modalities was always better than that using
only a single modality. The activity (H) modality always performed worst. This shows that it is
least representative, and this is probably because of the smaller number of features of this feature set.
Table 3 shows the optimal (achieving the highest F-measure scores) window sizes regarding the feature
sets and prediction models. The results show that feature set A performed best in longer window
sizes in all prediction models. This may imply that the cognition of others’ attention targets is based
on a relatively long period (8 s) rather than an instant. These optimal window sizes are used in the
following analysis.
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Table 3. Optimal window sizes (in seconds) regarding feature sets and prediction models.
A

S

P

H

V

8
6
3

3
2
3

4
3
3

3
5
3

1
1
1

Speaking
Listening
Idling
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Figure 3. F-measure values (shown as the vertical axis) of each feature set in speaking model according
to window size from 1 to 10 s.
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Figure 4. F-measure values (shown as the vertical axis) of each feature set in listening model according
to window size from 1 to 10 s.
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Figure 5. F-measure values (shown as the vertical axis) of each feature set in idling model according to
window size from 1 to 10 s.

Table 4 shows the results regarding each attention target class with optimal window sizes. All three
models were better at predicting the attention targets at side directions (Left and Right). This may
be because the participants most often look forward or at the material on the table, and this means
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these two directions were less characteristic than the side ones. The performances of the three models
are always in the order: listening > idling > speaking. This shows that the attention direction is more
difficult to detect when the focused participant is speaking, and it is possible that the direction is more
related to the content of the utterances. Because only nonverbal features were used in the classification,
the performance in this aspect may be improved if verbal features are adopted. However, the reason
why the listening model always outperformed the idling model may be because more available
information was used.
Table 4. Classification results of speaking, listening, and idling models with all available feature sets
and optimized window lengths.
Attention

Precision

Recall

F-measure

Table
Front
Right
Left

0.423
0.411
0.501
0.541

0.515
0.393
0.425
0.522

0.464
0.402
0.460
0.532

Overall

0.464

0.460

0.460

Table
Front
Right
Left

0.412
0.622
0.622
0.664

0.396
0.605
0.672
0.655

0.404
0.613
0.646
0.659

Overall

0.580

0.581

0.580

Table
Front
Right
Left

0.471
0.556
0.452
0.655

0.610
0.514
0.385
0.570

0.532
0.534
0.416
0.610

Overall

0.536

0.529

0.528

Speaking

Listening

Idling

Table 5 shows the confusion matrices of the three prediction models. The speaking model generally
performed worse than the other two models. Of all the attention target classes, Table was most frequent,
and the Front class’s recall, in particular, was low. A possible reason is that, when the participants
were speaking, they did not pay attention as much to the others, so the attention targets were more
random or more dependent on the contents of the speaker’s utterances. Also, the participants may
have changed their attention targets more dynamically and had more movements, looking at the
material often, because they could not remember all the candidates. This caused it to be more difficult
to distinguish the other attention targets from Table. Although the listening and idling models still
mistakenly classified the attention targets as Table, the results were clearer, and this may be because
the participants were more steady in these two situations. The overall tendency toward the Table class
may be because this class had the largest number of instances and, consequently, had a larger variety
of data.
Table 5. Confusion matrices of the proposed attention target prediction models in speaking, listening,
and idling situations, respectively: the rows are actual classes and the columns are the predicted classes.
Speaking

(T)able
(F)ront
(R)ight
(L)eft

Listening

Idling

T

F

R

L

T

F

R

L

T

F

R

L

51.5%
28.0%
25.2%
24.2%

24.4%
39.3%
24.6%
11.8%

12.7%
19.7%
44.3%
11.7%

11.5%
13.0%
5.9%
52.2%

39.6%
16.4%
19.6%
21.2%

22.8%
60.5%
7.1%
7.1%

19.7%
13.9%
67.2%
6.2%

17.9%
9.2%
6.2%
65.5%

61.0%
29.5%
21.3%
27.4%

11.2%
51.4%
31.8%
7.4%

15.4%
10.9%
38.5%
8.2%

12.4%
8.2%
8.4%
57.0%

Figure 6 depicts the overall F-measure values regarding all possible combinations of feature sets
and classification models with optimal window sizes. The results showed that, not always, but usually,
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richer information had better results. The performances in the F-measure of the models were moderate
and roughly ranged between 0.4 and 0.6. For all the models, feature sets A and P contributed most
to the classification performance, while feature sets V and H were not as effective. This implies that
mutual attention and speech activities attracted the participants’ attention most, while the contents of
utterances and head movements were not as distinguishing in various attention combinations of the
participants.
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Figure 6. F-measure values (vertical axis) showing the performance of the attention focus prediction
models in speaking, listening, and idling situations with all 31 combinations of feature sets: the bars
are sorted in the order of the performances of listening models.

As described in Section 2, Stefanov et al. [43] is the only work that we could find that shares
similar objectives at this moment. Although their work cannot be directly compared with our work
in the sense of performance due to very different settings of the underlying dataset, purpose, and
evaluation metrics, the same tendency in evaluation results can be found:
•

•

The accuracy in the speaking state is lower than in the listening state. The reason is supposed to
be the same: when a person is taking an intentional action (speaking), then his/her head motion
is less depend on the interlocutors.
The accuracy is higher when the features from more modalities are available.

5. Nodding Model
The second prediction model is the one that determines whether the robot should nod.
Following a similar procedure as that for the attention model, the periods when the participants
were nodding were manually labeled (Table 6). Nodding behavior was simplified to be only relevant to
utterances; rather than the 0.1-s time slices of the attention model, the prediction timing of the nodding
model was defined to be at the end of each utterance. That is, when any of the participants finished
her or his utterance, this instant was treated as the prediction timings of all the four participants.
Therefore, the resulting data instances share the same number of annotation labels in Table 6. In
addition, for the same reason, only the models for speaking and listening situations were developed.
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Table 6. Annotation results on the nods of the participants of the data corpus: the columns,
“avg,” “max,” and “min” shows the average, maximum, and minimum durations of individual
labels in seconds, respectively, and Speaking and Listening are the resulting instance numbers in
corresponding models.
Nodding

Labels

Avg

Max

Min

Speaking

Listening

Yes
No

621
661

1.3
53.3

9.9
609.6

0.1
0.3

324
5213

667
15,197

As with the attention models, the five feature sets—verbal, attention, speech turn, prosody,
and head activities—were extracted from the same data corpus. Instead of fixed-length windows
for extracting features, in the nodding model, the features were extracted utterance by utterance.
The features that could not be extracted in this way were then omitted. Tables 7 and 8 show the
performance of the two-class classification model in the two situations: speaking and listening.
Considering the chance level (50%) of a two-class classification problem, the performance was only
moderate. The recall of “Yes” during the speaking was exceptionally low.
This may also imply that the reasons why the participant nodded were more diverse and more
difficult to predict from the behaviors of other participants. The performances of all combinations of
feature sets are shown in Figure 7. Unlike for the attention model, it was found that verbal features
were most effective in classifying nods. Also, listening models usually performed better than those for
the other situations. This may imply that people’s behaviors are more determined by the others when
they are listening but are not as predictable when humans are speaking. In addition, the performance
was usually better when there were more modalities available during a listening situation, but it was
not necessarily better in speaking situations.
Table 7. Yes/No classification results of the proposed nodding prediction models with all available
feature sets.

Speaking

Listening

Nod

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

Yes
No

0.715
0.626

0.487
0.816

0.579
0.708

Overall

0.669

0.656

0.645

Yes
No

0.718
0.664

0.617
0.757

0.663
0.707

Overall

0.691

0.687

0.685

Table 8. Confusion matrices of the proposed nodding prediction models in speaking and listening
situations, respectively: the rows are actual classes and the columns are the predicted classes.
Speaking

Yes
No

Listening

Yes

No

Yes

No

48.9%
18.2%

51.1%
81.8%

64.2%
27.5%

35.8%
72.5%
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Figure 7. F-measure values (vertical axis) showing the performance of the nodding prediction models
in speaking and listening situations for all 31 possible combinations of feature sets: the bars are sorted
in the order of the performances of listening models.

6. Integrating the Models into a Robot
The proposed head movement models can be integrated in a multimodal framework, as shown
in Figure 8. The robot engages in a group discussion task with three other participants (humans
or other robots) and acquires the activities of other participants from video/audio and other
sensory information. Multimodal features are extracted from these pieces of information using
the preprocessing modules: the face recognizer, motion analyzer (accelerometers attached on the
participants’ heads), prosody analyzer, speech recognizer, and Japanese morpheme analyzer.
All available feature values were then integrated by the multimodal fuser module. It identifies
the correspondence of the information coming from different sources with timestamps and generates
feature vectors of input information at each prediction time point in real time. For the features to
which past information is referred, data history is kept by this module. The multimodal inputs are
propagated to the dialog manager (DM) module, which decides the robot’s utterances, as well as other
intentional behaviors of the robot. Multimodal input information is also sent to the prediction modules
of nodding and attention (NP and AP, respectively). These two modules determine the timings of the
robot’s spontaneous head turns (changes of attention focuses) and nodding. The outputs from the
DM, NP, and AP modules are then gathered in the controller (RC) module, which physically controls
the robot. The RC module selects the actual actions to perform and resolve the contradictions when
there are more than one module trying to move the same parts of the robot. A possible policy for the
resolution is granting higher priority to intentional actions from the DM module.
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Figure 8. Proposed multimodal framework with the attention/nodding prediction modules integrated.

A robot’s head is driven by motors and generally can perform neither subtle nor fast movements
at the human level. However, the proposed attention model generates outputs every 0.1 s, and this
provides the opportunity for fine control of the robot’s movements, but the output sequence cannot be
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realized in all cases because of the robot’s physical constraints. The models were implemented with
VStone’s Sota robot as an example. Sota is a desktop humanoid robot designed for communication
partner applications. It has only an upper body, and its height is 28 cm. In addition to the four DOFs
on its two arms, its head has three DOFs (roll-pitch-yaw), and its torso can rotate in the horizontal
direction (yaw). Its head has a relatively simple structure, and there are no moving parts on its face,
but the light-emitting diodes behind its eyes and mouth can be lighted.
Sota was programmed to show its attention to the Left, Right, and Front participants and Table,
as well as the switching movements among these directions. The switching time between two attention
targets was measured to take as long as 0.6 s. Including a steady 0.1 s to show a certain attention
target for a minimum period, direction changing could not be realized within 0.7 s in the case of Sota.
Therefore, a filter with a 0.7-s window was applied to the outputs of the model. Every time Sota was
available to perform the next action, the model outputs in the last 0.7 s were examined to determine
the next attention of Sota. Because there are seven outputs from the attention model, more than one
attention can be in the sequence; the one with most instances is then selected as the joint output
(Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Conceptual diagram of the filtering from the outputs of attention model to actual
robot movements.

The proposed nodding model generated an output if any of the participants finished one utterance.
Unlike for the attention model, the nodding model’s outputs were not in a determined period.
Depending on the actual progress of the group discussion conversation, the nodding of the robot could
be very short and frequent, so that it was perceived to be annoying and unnatural. Therefore, another
filter was applied to the outputs of the nodding model. The average length of the nodding period of
the whole data corpus, 1.3 s, was adopted as the unit of Sota’s nodding movement. The concept is
depicted in Figure 10. When the nodding model generates a nod command, Sota nods for 1.3 s. When
there are several nodding outputs generated, they are concatenated until the last 1.3-s period ends.
1$&"2,$3.43.

5$6$.,$3.43.

1.3 !"#$%&

!
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Figure 10. Conceptual diagram of the filtering from the outputs of the nodding model to actual
robot movements.
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Because of the control mechanism of Sota, after one movement command sent to it, the command
cannot be interrupted and switched to another movement. The commands need to be sent in
a one-by-one manner, and the command sequence needs to be planned beforehand. Because both the
attention model and the nodding model are trying to move Sota’s head, it is possible that contradictions
happen. Figure 11 shows how the contradictions can be resolved between the two proposed models.
Because nods have stronger semantic meanings in showing agreement, nods are treated with higher
priority: at time point A, the Front output of the attention model is overwritten by the nod from
nodding model. As described previously, the switching of attention targets takes 0.7 s, and Sota
cannot do other actions during that period. The nod at time point B is overwritten by Right attention.
Sota then starts to nod immediately after the hardware is available. Then, the last Left is overwritten
by that nod.
!""#$"%&$'()*&+,2&%$")!

2&%$")3
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Figure 11. Conceptual diagram of the integration of the two proposed models.

Simulate the effect of the model performance on unseen inputs
7. Subjective Evaluation of the Models
In Sections 4 and 5, the proposed prediction models were evaluated in terms of accuracy.
However, there is no single “correct answer” for human behaviors in a given situation. An accuracy
of 100% cannot be expected, and “the higher the accuracy, the more realistic” is not necessarily true.
To verify whether the head movements generated by the proposed models are perceived to be realistic,
a subject evaluation is required. Therefore, a second subject experiment was conducted to evaluate the
perception of predicted head movements in the aspects of naturalness and realism.
A straightforward evaluation experiment is to fully implement a robot-training system and
evaluate its actual usage. Instead of that, a subject experiment based on perception from video clips
was conducted. The evaluation was done with video clips because we wanted to limit the comparison
on only the head movements of the robot but not on any other factors. For example, the contents
of the utterances made by the WOZ operator may have heavy influences on the impression of the
overall system, but it is not possible to reproduce exactly the same situation and event sequences
among all of the three compared conditions. By using the current experiment setting, we can ensure
that the subjects only perceive the subtle differences of behavior models, and all other factors are
maintained to be exactly the same. The purpose was to conduct a fully controlled experiment on
only two behaviors, not overall impression or system effectiveness. Video clips like the one shown in
Figure 12 were observed and evaluated by recruited subjects. There were 10 groups by four subjects in
the data corpus; hence, there were 40 video clips of individual subjects in total. Twenty of them were
randomly selected and were replaced by the video of Sota, while the audio track was still the subject’s
original voice. Each video clip was cut from the middle part of the original experimental video data
with a length of approximately 1 min. Sota’s parts in the video clips were determined by the following
three variations.
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Model condition: Sota’s head movements were determined by the proposed head movement models.
The models used were created in a leave-one-subject-out manner to simulate the behavior
generated for an unseen subject. That is, a dedicated model was trained with the other 39 subjects,
except the one replaced by Sota.
Human condition: Sota’s head movements were determined by the original labeled data of the
subject.
Statistical condition: Sota’s head movements were determined by statistical probabilities conducted
from the data corpus (Table 9).

Figure 12. One scene of the video clips used in the subjective evaluation experiment.
Table 9. Probability (%) distribution of the statistical condition.
Situation

Speaking

Model
Class
Probability

Listening

Attention

Nod

Idling

Attention

Nod

Attention

T

F

L

R

Y

N

T

F

L

R

Y

N

T

F

L

R

81.0

11.4

4.2

4.4

6.2

93.8

82.8

8.5

3.9

4.8

4.4

95.6

89.0

5.8

2.5

2.8

The command sequences in all of the three conditions were passed through the filters explained
in Section 6. In all, 140 subjects (84 male and 56 female, average age 39.3 with S.D. 8.8) were
recruited as anonymous evaluators from a cloud sourcing service, Lancers (https://www.lancers.jp/).
The composed video clips with Sota and the other three subjects shown at the same time were viewed
and evaluated by the recruited evaluators. Each of them evaluated three sections of video clips
uploaded to a dedicated Web site. Each section contained three variations that were listed above one
session, where one of the four subjects was replaced by Sota. The sessions were arranged randomly,
and the video clips in each section were ordered randomly. Therefore, each participant evaluated three
sessions (nine video clips), and each session was evaluated by seven evaluators. The naturalness of
Sota’s head movements in reacting to the other three subjects’ behavior was evaluated in the following
three aspects with scores from one to ten.
Attention target and the timing to switch targets: Does Sota pay attention to appropriate targets
and switches its attention to focus on the next target at appropriate timings, considering the
context of the discussion?
Timing of nods: Does Sota nod at the timings that are perceived to be natural?
Overall impression: Are Sota’s head movements perceived to be natural in both of the two
aspects above?
The evaluators input the scores as their first impression right after watching the video clips.
Table 10 summarizes the results of the subjective experiment regarding the scores of the perception of
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Sota’s attention, nodding, and overall head movements. The data values are the mean and standard
deviation of raw scores given by the participants, and “Corr.” means the correlation coefficients
between the scores and the number of times of switching between the attention targets in the attention
row, the correlation coefficients between the scores and number of nods in the nodding row, or both in
the overall row. Values in the test column are the results of a Friedman test.
First, the human model was always evaluated to be worse. Observation showed that the human
model moved less frequently than the other two conditions. This may also be because of the very
simplified head behaviors. The proposed model was best at performing nodding. However, there were
no significant differences among the three conditions in the attention model and overall impression.
Although the statistical condition had a negative correlation with the number of movements, the model
condition was evaluated in a way close to the human condition.
Table 10. Summary of the results of subjective evaluation (* : p < 0.05, n.s. : not significant).
Item

Model

Human

Statistical

Test

Attention

mean
S.D.
Corr.

4.82
2.15
0.58

4.80
2.22
0.52

4.95
2.00
−0.10

n.s.

Nodding

mean
S.D.
Corr.

5.06
2.15
0.34

4.66
2.23
0.72

4.88
1.97
0.36

*

Overall

mean
S.D.
Corr.

4.91
2.07
0.60

4.78
2.18
0.60

4.90
1.89
−0.21

n.s.

8. Conclusions and Future Direction
To cause the robot’s head to behave in a humanlike manner in a group discussion with human
users, two data-driven generation models were proposed based on the features from the other peer
participants and regarding the head of the robot. One feature is the control of attentional focus,
and the other is the timing of the head nod. These generation models were considered in three
situations—speaking, listening, and idling—according to the robot’s speaking state. The models were
developed with an SVM trained on low-level multimodal features extracted from a data corpus that
contained 4 people × 10 groups × 15 min = 10 h of recordings of video, audio, and sensory information.
This work was based on a data corpus containing 2.5 h of the discussion sessions of 10 four-person
groups. Then, the performances of these models were measured based on their accuracy in comparison
with the training data and prediction models. Also, a subject experiment was performed for evaluating
the perceived naturalness. The evaluation was based on the observation of video clips where one of
the subjects was replaced by a robot performing head movements in the three conditions: the proposed
models, statistical model, and raw human data. The experiment results showed that there was no
significant difference from the original human behaviors in the data corpus.
The development of a fully autonomous robot capable to join a group discussion with human
users requires implementing various functions to be realized and cannot be done in the near future.
We considered that the most difficult part is real-time decision making. In the target system, this
means the triggering of an appropriate and intentional action, which is supposed to improve the
user’s skill in the current situation. Before a fully autonomous robot or agent, a hybrid Wizard-of-Orz
(WOZ) system should be practical as an intermediate stage. The decision-making part can be done by
a human operator, while the spontaneous nonverbal behavior generation can be aided by the proposed
generation models. Benefits from the end-to-end design, the same model should be applicable both
in a fully autonomous system (Figure 8) or a WOZ system, where the dialogue manager module is
replaced by a human operator.
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This work was based on the hypothesis that a person’s behavior is heavily affected by the other
participants’ behaviors in a group conversation. The results show that the accuracy of the models
varied according to the conditions. Attentional focus from other participants was more predictable
when the robot was in a passive state (listening or idling). This coincides with the results of the
previous work done by Stefanov et al. [43]. However, nodding has fewer differences. For future work,
it is planned to refine the features to improve the performance of the models further, incorporating
more nonverbal information, such as postures, and more-detailed prosodic information, such as
mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCC).
The proposed models depend merely on the features from the other participants but are
independent of the robot’s intention. This is expected to become a limitation to both the accuracy
and perceived naturalness. The features reflecting the robot’s intention may improve the models’
performance. Adding more verbal features, such as the intention of utterances, is also planned to
improve the performance of the speaking model. The relationship between the terms and who spoke
them may be useful for this. For example, when the focused participant is speaking a term that
was previously spoken by another participant, he or she may pay attention to that participant more.
Also, other intentions, such as the taking and release of turns, can be included in the modeling.
In addition to the improvement of classification performance, implementing the framework using
a a communicational robot or a virtual agent in a VR environment is planned. The robot used in our
experiment was physically small. For the experiment, the participants who evaluated the video clips
did not see the robot in the real world. We assume that the influence of its physical size should not be
strong. However, if we use the same robot in the fully implemented system, its size may have some side
influences. Therefore, we will use a human-size robot or virtual agents in a VR environment when we
implement the full system. Because of the “Mona Lisa effect” mentioned in previous research [50], the
users actually cannot correctly distinguish the gaze direction or the head orientation of graphical agents
rendered on a 2D surface. Therefore, 2D virtual agents cannot be applied in the target application.
The agent has to be perceived in a 3D space, either a physical object, i.e., a robot, or a graphical one in
a virtual reality environment. The models then have to been tuned according to hardware/software
implementation constraints (e.g., the rotation speed of the robot’s head). The human participants may
behave differently with robots than other humans, so it is also planned to investigate this aspect in
a participant experiment using the implemented robot and to evaluate whether the whole system can
improve the effect on the performance of the users through using the system.
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